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ABSTRACT 
Purpose: to develop lists of sentences in Brazilian Portuguese based on daily 
vocabulary to evaluate auditory speech perception in children. 
Methods: a Brazilian Portuguese corpus with adaptations to attend the criteria 
established for this study and analyzed by judges was used to obtain the sentences. 
Thirty-seven lists, each composed of thirteen sentences with fifty phonological 
keywords, were constructed. The material was presented to ten children, aged 
between 6 and 10 years, with no hearing or communication complaints. The Friedman 
test was applied to verify possible differences among the lists. The level of significance 
adopted was 5% (0.05). 
Results: the mean speech recognition index presented by the participants was 96.8% 
for all lists. The thirty-seven lists were considered statistically similar (p=0.140). 
Conclusion: the developed material proved to contain sentences that represent 
situations of children’s day-to-day communication and its application is easy and 
quick.
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INTRODUCTION
The perception of speech sounds involves auditory 

skills, everything from detection to understanding, 
and hearing loss may compromise this process, thus 
impacting the individual’s language1.

For children who have hearing loss and use spoken 
language in their communication, it is essential to know 
the ability these children have in relation to speech 
recognition2.

The recognition of sentences used daily in oral 
communication is a skill that can bring valuable infor-
mation about the perception of children’s speech 
sounds, especially for the group of children with 
hearing loss who, with electronic devices, have access 
to speech sounds.

Technological advances have provided the possi-
bility of using electronic devices, such as the hearing 
aid (HA) and the cochlear implant (CI), which are 
able to minimize the impact of hearing loss, providing 
audibility of speech sounds3.

However, although audibility is related to speech 
perception skills, it is not determinant to predict the 
development of these skills4. Aspects such as the time 
of diagnosis, the type and degree of hearing loss, 
the time of sensory deprivation and the appropriate 
intervention, focusing on the development of auditory 
abilities and oral language should be considered5.

The evaluation of speech perception has its impor-
tance in the selection, indication, adjustment and 
monitoring of the benefit of the electronic devices, in 
addition to providing information regarding the level 
of development of auditory skills and guiding hearing 
rehabilitation programs5-9.

To this extent, it is necessary that, linked to the 
technological resource, the construction process of 
the different auditory abilities is constantly evaluated 
and monitored7. However, due to the complexity that 
involves speech perception, as well as the difficulty of 
obtaining a single evaluation procedure that covers all 
auditory skills, the availability of several procedures in 
the same language, aiming to expand the possibilities 
of evaluation is of fundamental importance6.

The procedures described, both in the national and 
international literature, use several types of stimuli: 
phonetically balanced monosyllabic and dissyllabic 
words, meaningless words, sentences with and without 
the presence of noise, among others.

Speech tests that use sentences as a stimulus came 
about in order to evaluate speech perception through 
a situation similar to that experienced daily by the 

individual, since they contain contextual and spectral 
properties closer to conversation9-24. However, this 
type of material for children in Brazilian Portuguese is 
scarce20-24.

In this context, we highlight the need for instruments 
that present diversified sentences as a stimulus for the 
evaluation and monitoring of auditory skills in children 
who present communication difficulties, including those 
with hearing loss and have the possibility of access to 
speech sounds through electronic devices.

In view of the above, the aim of the study was to 
elaborate lists of sentences in the Brazilian Portuguese 
with vocabulary based on day-to-day communication 
situations for the evaluation of speech perception in 
children.

METHODS
The study was approved by the Ethics Committee 

for The Analysis of Research Projects - Clinical Board 
of the Hospital das Clínicas and the Medicine School of 
the University of São Paulo, Brazil (protocol no. 900/02) 
and carried out according to the criteria established 
by the current resolution. Those responsible for the 
children participating in this study signed a Free and 
Informed Consent Form.

The criteria established for the preparation of 
sentences were: appropriate vocabulary for children; 
content of sentences taken from day-to-day situa-
tions, excluding proper names, slang, or proverbs 
and avoiding stereotyped structures; words related 
to phonological words; affirmative and negative 
sentences, with simple and compound periods; 
sentences with an extension of two to six words (phono-
logical words); and lists made up of 13 sentences with 
each list using 50 keywords9-24.

The material used to obtain sentences with day-to-
day vocabulary was extracted from the Child Language 
Data Exchange – (CHILDES) data base25. The corpus 
consisted of speech samples from 180 children aged 
between 5 years and 9 years and 6 months6.

The Word List tool from the WordSmith Tools 
program was used for the quantitative description of 
the initial corpus where only the data from the statistical 
list was considered. The number of tokens (total items, 
words, or occurrences) and types was specified, which 
are the different words found in this initial corpus, data 
obtained from the statistical list.

 For the delimitation of the corpus, two analyses were 
performed at this stage in order to exclude shifts of the 
evaluator and emissions of children inadequate to the 
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proposal in question. Substitutions and/or additions of 
words were also necessary in the sentences produced 
by the children. In addition, the grammatical correction 
was performed so that it did not compromise orality. 
The reduction of the corpus was carried out individually 
for each child in the attempt to maintain the same 
pattern of modification for each one of them (Chart 1).

The characteristic words of the regional dialect, 
words that were little known or characterized by 
slang, proper names or sentences that did not present 
subjects were replaced by words that exercised the 
same function in the sentence. These words were 
extracted from another corpus, from the Brazilian 
Portuguese word bank composed of a list elaborated 
by the WordSmith Tools program of 50,000 words 
ordered by frequency, from newspapers, magazines, 
conversation, classes, meetings, business documents, 
theses, and academic articles26. Speech therapists 
with experience in the area of auditory rehabilitation 
analyzed the list and selected the words with a greater 
possibility of being part of the vocabulary of children 
with hearing loss.

Three speech therapists judged a first analysis of the 
sentences. Next, the sentences were organized through 
the Word List tool in the WordSmith Tools program, 
and from the lists, the Concord tool was used, which 
produces agreements or listing of the occurrences of 
a specific item for the elimination of repeated or similar 
sentences. In the case of the study, all verbs on the list 
that presented frequency higher than one were search 
words. Two other speech therapists conducted a new 
analysis. Chart 1 describes the changes made by the 
judges.

For the last analysis, the Word List and Concord 
tools were again used in the final list of sentences 
elaborated in the present study. Chart 1 also presents 
the modifications made in this stage.

Before the final elaboration of the lists, the sentences 
were applied to three children aged between six and 
ten years, with normal hearing confirmed by audio-
logical evaluation. The purpose of that application 
was to obtain a prior result on the most appropriate 
sentences. The sentences were presented in free field, 
on speakerphone, at 0º azimuth, at the fixed intensity 
of 50 dBA, with the participant one meter from the 
speaker, with competitive noise presented in the same 
speaker, in order to obtain a fixed signal/noise ratio of 
-5 dB. Masking noise presented the same frequency 

spectrum of sentences, as proposed in the Hearing 
in Noise Test procedure23. Sentences that presented 
answers with any type of error by two of the three 
children were then eliminated.

A linguistics professional analyzed the selected 
sentences so that the words were characterized as 
phonological words27.

After this analysis, the sentences were distributed 
in lists where each list consisted of thirteen sentences 
and fifty phonological words, which were also called 
keywords. Each sentence presented a balanced distri-
bution, so that the lists were composed of different 
numbers of words.

For the application of the lists of sentences, ten 
participants were recruited, aged between six and ten 
years, with no hearing alterations, confirmed by audio-
logical evaluation. The children received instructions 
that there would be a competitive noise and should 
repeat the sentences the way they heard them, and that 
they could request an interruption interval between the 
application of one list and another.

The sentences were applied by the same evaluator, 
in an acoustic booth, using a two-channel audiometer 
and supra-aural headphones, on speakerphone, at 
an intensity of 50 dBA bilaterally, in the presence of 
competitive noise23 concomitant to speech stimulus 
(ipsilaterally), which was presented at the intensity of 53 
dBA, which resulted in a fixed signal/noise ratio of -3 
dB. The use of the speakerphone stimulus and compet-
itive noise aimed to simulate a situation closer to daily 
communication.

To verify the applicability of the lists, the speech 
recognition index (SRI) of each child for each list was 
obtained from the sum of the total number of correct 
answers of the keywords, multiplied by two, consid-
ering that each list contained fifty keywords.

The results were analyzed, considering the SRI 
score presented by each participant, in order to verify 
the performance in each sentence list.

The equivalence between the lists was analyzed by 
the application of the Friedman test, aiming to identify 
possible differences between the lists considered. The 
level of significance adopted was 5% (0.05). The lists 
that did not present equivalence were excluded.

In order to obtain the mean value of the participants’ 
score, the overall average of the children in the various 
sentences was calculated.
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RESULTS

The initial corpus consisted basically of 128,737 
tokens (total number of items, words or occur-
rences) and 4,780 types (words). Adult productions 
were excluded, totaling 34,965 items. The number of 
sentences was not specified, as the conventions used 
to define such units were not available in the corpus 
before the modifications. The judges modified 245 of 
the 1,756 selected sentences for further analysis.

Chart 1. Description of the stages performed to develop the sentences

Stage: Reduction of the corpus
First analysis: Second analysis:

Excluded items: Other alterations: Excluded items: Other alterations:
• Shifts of the evaluator;
• Codes used in the transcription;
• Meaningless phrases;
• Incomplete sentences (children’s

responses to the evaluator’s
speech);

• Phrases repeated by the same
child;

• Phrases that represented the
demonstration, a drawing made
by the child;

• Phrases that narrated the figures
in sequence (resulted in many
repeated sentences, because the
same sequence of figures was
used);

• Phrases produced as a function
of reading (since they are not
spontaneous productions of the
children);

• Words repeated in the same
sentence;

• Expressions characteristic of
spoken language (aí terminou,
acontece que, só que, assim, ó)
(then it ended, it turns out that,
only that, like that).

• Separation of paragraphs into 
sentences, considering the 
beginning marked by an 
introductory word (daí, então, 
um dia, depois) (hence, then, 
one day, after) and the final 
points, characterizing the 
beginning of a new sentence 
or fact;

• Separation of long compound 
periods.

• Phrases with transitive verb,
but meaningless and without
complement;

• Paragraphs in which a child was
encouraged to repeat to another
child what they had told the
evaluator;

• Interrogative phrases;
• Very extensive sentences, with

no possibility of reduction,
because, when possible, the
sentence was divided;

• Confusing phrases or those
that only made sense from the
context.

• Substitution of words
characteristic of the regional
dialect;

• Substitution of little-
known words or those that
characterized slang;

• Addition of a word that
performed the same function
in the sentence without altering
the agreement and verbal
tense when the sentence did
not present a subject (e.g.:
the child’s answers to the
evaluator’s question);

• Replacing proper names with
words that exercised the same
function in the sentence.

Stage: Analysis of the sentences by the judges
First analysis: Second analysis:

Judges: Alterations: Judges: Alterations:
• Three judges (speech therapists) • Only sentences not excluded

by any of the judges were
selected

• Two judges (speech therapists) • Exclusion of phrases considered
inappropriate for the purpose of
the study

Stage: Final analysis
Excluded items: Other alterations:

• Phrases unrelated to the study criteria;
• The pronoun “I” in some sentences, so that it would not harm the

phrasal structure, that is, the verbal conjugation was not altered, and
the phrase should contain some element that indicated the subject “I”
(example: my, mine).

• Correction of Portuguese so that it does not compromise the
naturalness of the sentences;

• Modification of uncommon expressions (“o pai”, “a mãe”, “o vô”, “a
vó” were changed to “papai”, “mamãe”, “vovô” e “vovó”) (“father
– mother - grandfather – grandmother” were changed to “Daddy,
Mommy, Grandpa and Grandma”).

As described in the methodology, words related 
to the regional dialect, slang, proper names and 
sentences that did not present subjects were substi-
tuted based on the analysis of the judges, thus 20,000 
words with a greater possibility of being part of the 
vocabulary of children with hearing loss were selected.

The words replaced, because they are part of the 
dialect or because they are slang, were, for example: 
cara, botou, botei, mano, camarada, cafajeste, refri, 
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occur on different days due to the attention span, the 
unavailability and/or tiredness presented by the child. 
At this stage, sixty-eight sentences were eliminated 
because two or three of the children presented some 
kind of alteration.

Developing the lists of sentences

Phonological analysis of the remaining 542 
sentences was performed. The number of sentences 
according to the number of phonological words was 
as follows: eleven sentences with two words, 185 with 
three words, 201 with four words, 115 with five words, 
twenty-nine with six and one with seven phonological 
words.

Considering the words as keywords, thirty-seven 
lists were drawn up, each containing thirteen sentences 
and fifty keywords (Figures 1 to 5). The remaining 
sentences would be used for any modifications that 
were necessary and the sentence of seven words was 
excluded because it was unique.

In the application of the lists of sentences, the 
children received the instructions once and none of 
them showed any difficulties in understanding. Of the 
ten participants evaluated, seven took the interval and 
three chose to do the procedure without interruption. 
The duration of the application of all sentences was 
approximately 40 minutes, disregarding the interval 
time, which resulted in approximately one minute per 
list.

The verification of the applicability of the lists was 
performed from the calculation of the average scores 
of the speech recognition index presented by the 
participants in the thirty-seven lists of sentences, the 
value being equivalent to the global average of correct 
answers of 96.8%.

The application of the Friedman test to identify 
possible differences between the 37 lists revealed that 
all lists were statistically similar (p= 0.140). Thus, none 
of them were eliminated, and therefore the final number 
of lists was thirty-seven.

super. A total of thirty-six modifications were made in 
this aspect. In relation to the proper names, forty-one 
words were added for substitution. Regarding the use 
of words as subjects, there were 126 substitutions.

Considering the number of sentences (n= 1,756) 
there was a tendency to make as few modifications 
as possible (n= 245), aiming to maintain the general 
characteristics of the corpus, so as not to compromise 
the naturalness of the sentences.

Three judges conducting the analysis selected 898 
sentences and excluded 855.

It is worth noting that the total number of sentences 
excluded and selected is not equivalent to the sum, 
because in both situations, only the sentences that had 
agreement among the judges were accepted, that is, 
of the 1,756 sentences presented to them, the three 
judges selected the 898 final sentences. The same 
occurred with the 855 sentences excluded.

Based on the 898 sentences, a frequency list was 
made, and from this list, the Concord tool was used with 
verbs that presented frequency higher than one. Next, 
213 repeated or very similar sentences were deleted. 
The search words were 138 verbs (assuming that most 
of the time the verb is the element with the highest 
semantic load in sentences), whose frequencies 
ranged from 2 (0.05%) to 52 (1.32%).

In the final analysis, seventy-five sentences or 
phrases inadequate according to the criteria of this 
study were excluded, resulting in 610.

Seventeen sentences that contained expressions 
such as “o pai – a mãe – o vô – a vó” were changed 
to “papai, mamãe, vovô e vovó”. (“father – mother - 
grandfather – grandmother” were changed to “Daddy, 
Mommy, Grandpa and Grandma”.) After the selection 
made by the judges, the pronoun “I” presented an 
occurrence of 398 (8.5%) and, through the changes, 
this occurrence was modified to 223 (7.04%).

After conducting all the stages of analysis, 610 
sentences remained: thirty-one with eight words; 
seventy-nine with seven words; 138 with six; 153 with 
five; 147 with four and sixty-two with three words.

In the prior application of the sentences, only one 
interval during the application was necessary for two of 
the children, and for one of them, the application had to 
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Figure 1. Lists of sentences 1 to 8
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Figure 2. Lists of sentences 9 to 16
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Figure 3. Lists of sentences 17 to 24
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Figure 4. Lists of sentences 25 to 32
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Figure 5. Lists of sentences 33 to 37
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DISCUSSION
This study aimed to develop lists of sentences in the 

Brazilian Portuguese, with vocabulary based on day-to-
day communication situations, for the clinical speech-
language pathology evaluation of auditory speech 
perception in children.

Regarding the initial corpus, it was possible to 
observe its representativeness, considering the number 
of words from the material characterized as tokens 
(n=128,737). The importance of using a corpus with 
the characteristics presented in the present study is 
directly linked to the fundamental aspects pointed 
out in the literature for the elaboration of sentences 
to be used in the evaluation of speech perception. 
These aspects are related to the familiarity of words, 
naturalness and extension of sentences, grammatical 
structure, phonetic content, among others9-24.

In fact, it is possible to observe that there has been 
progress in the search for the development of evalu-
ation procedures that use sentences as a stimulus in an 
attempt to meet some of the criteria mentioned9-24.

With regard to the reduction of the corpus, it is 
important to highlight that the least possible changes 
were made to maintain the general characteristics of 
the corpus, in order to preserve the naturalness of the 
sample in the modification of the oral to written pattern, 
in the aspects such as vocabulary, syntax, semantics, 
phonetics, phonology and pragmatics. Thus, the path 
leading to the elaboration of the final sentences became 
complex, characterizing it as the most extensive and 
most difficult stage of the study.

After the analysis of the sentences selected by 
the judges, it was verified that there was a tendency 
to eliminate the most extensive ones. The criterion of 
extension of the  sentences is an aspect pointed out by 
the literature, since, in the previous studies, a maximum 
number of twelve words was observed in the sentences, 
a number that varied according to each study cited16-19.

The number of sentences is also of great impor-
tance when considering that the tests for speech sound 
perception are used in several evaluation situations 
and, therefore, a small number of sentences have an 
effect on the memory of the individual submitted to the 
evaluation and, consequently, on their performance21.

Regarding the preparation of the sentences, 
considering the words as keywords, thirty-seven lists 
were drawn up, each with thirteen sentences and 
fifty keywords. A previous study elaborated lists of 
sentences, using fifty keywords per list which was 
considered a sufficient number of items10.

In addition, the number of thirty-seven lists of 
sentences can be considered satisfactory when 
compared to the similar procedures available in 
Brazilian Portuguese1,2,28,29. When compared to interna-
tional tests, it is possible to observe a greater proximity 
between the number of lists of such procedures and 
that of the present study9-14,17,18.

With regards to the application of the sentences, 
disregarding the interval time of approximately one 
minute per list, 40 minutes was the average time to 
apply all of the sentences. Based on the literature, it 
is possible to observe that the procedure of this appli-
cation was rather quick15,19,22.

The overall average of the speech recognition index 
scores for the participants in the 37 lists of sentences 
was 96.8%, with 37 lists being statistically similar (p= 
0.140) and, thus, none of them were eliminated.

The methodological procedure adopted in this 
study made it possible to elaborate lists with diver-
sified sentences, composed of vocabulary based on 
situations of day-to-day communication and suitable 
for children. These lists allow the evaluation of hearing 
capacity in the clinical context of speech therapy, as it 
proved to be an easy and fast application procedure.

There was a concern to consider harmoniously the 
various aspects involved in the perception of speech 
sounds, emphasizing in this context the fundamental 
importance of the material used. In fact, this repre-
sented the spontaneous conversation of hearing 
children between 5 and 9 years old. Since the target 
age of this study was children aged 6 to 10 years, it 
is possible to observe a sample that included an age 
group younger than this, with the purpose of covering 
the possible difficulties of the child with hearing loss 
when compared to the hearing child6.

Given the heterogeneity among the infant population 
with hearing loss and the impossibility of covering 
all aspects of speech perception in a single test, it is 
observed the importance of using other procedures to 
assess speech perception so that individual differences 
and diverse levels of auditory skills are evaluated1,2,28-31.

One may apply these lists in the clinical context in 
several ways: with supra-aural headphones or in a free-
field system; on speakerphone or in recorded material; 
with or without the presence of noise.

There is a need for further research that performs 
the application of the lists of sentences proposed in this 
study with recorded speech stimulus. It is suggested 
that other studies evaluate the perception of speech 
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sounds with material elaborated in children with hearing 
loss.

CONCLUSION
This study allowed the elaboration of diversified 

lists representing day-to-day situations experienced 
by children, and whose application is easy and quick. 
As future perspectives, the group is developing the 
recording of these lists.
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